Rebuttal to attachment 4.

Johnson… “Does not reside in Ocean View School District, but has appeared at school board meetings…
‘And Other Public Settings where I carry out my duties or am employed and where he has threatened
me…”
The First Statement by Gina Clayton-Tarvin is true. I reside in the adjacent Westminster School District.
However, it matters not where I reside. Clayton- Tarvin is hyper active in City wide politics in Huntington
Beach. Additionally, I am free to criticize any elected public official, regardless of the location of my
residence. If there was any weight to Gina Clayton- Tarvin’s assertions, then it would be unallowable to
criticize, parody and hold to account the proposed legislation of a United States senator from a state in
which you do not live. My residence is not germane to anything related to these charges, Tarvin is an
elected public official.
The second statement... “And Other Public Settings where I carry out my duties” is categorically false and
in my opinion, constitutes perjury. I have seen Gina Clayton Tarvin in a personal setting, 2 or 3 times,
always within the context of a public School Board meeting where it is my right to be present. If ClaytonTarvin is referring to Huntington Beach City Council meetings, where she often speaks and I sometimes
attend, that is also my right to be present. A right that has been usurped by the filing of this restraining
order.
I have never made a credible threat of violence against Gina Clayton- Tarvin on social media, nor my
blog. The “charges’ she cites can be easily proven false, through the testimony of the individuals I was
communicating with when the statements were made and captured as “Screenshots” by Tarvin or
others working in concert with Clayton- Tarvin, to amass a stockpile of no – context word strings and
sentences that :
1. Devoid of context, would appear damning and;
2. That they hoped that somehow Clayton- Tarvin could present as “Threats” made against her.
The record and testimony will show that Clayton-Tarvin, or someone working in a conspiratorial capacity
on her behalf, “Scraped” the comments from the social media accounts where Johnson shared mutual
Facebook friends, 1 or more working in concert with Tarvin to amass “Charges”
Johnson acknowledges ownership of HBsledgehammer.com and asserts that all speech contained within
constitutes constitutionally protected speech under numerous legal precedents.

